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Live At Greenbelt 
  by:  After The Fire  

Year: 2006 
DVD available at mvdb2b.com  
This performance from the Greenbelt Arts Festival in the UK on August 2004 features 14 
songs including their hit single "Der Kommissar". Originally filmed as a private record of the 
event, it was decided to release the show on DVD as a warts and all official release. Bonus 
materials include a Greenbelt radio interview and unplugged session in The Tank, and also a 
Photo slide show with reflections of Greenbelt from Peter & John. 
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 ProGGnosis Comments & Reviews 
Marc Published on: 20 Apr 2006 

I'm really a sucker for these reunions of popular groups from the 60s, 70s and 80s. Usually there is so much joy 
and good spirits, coming both from the musicians and the crowd. I can think of recent concerts I have seen 
from Caravan, The Strawbs... for which I have precious memories. Sure there has been a few exceptions, 
bands that want to strech it out, perhaps only for the money, but clearly this is not the case with After The 
Fire, this DVD of a recent show Live At Greenbelt being such a pleasure to watch.  

Like Genesis, After The Fire is a band that has two distinct periods. They started out as a Prog band, 
influenced by the poppier side of Yes and also by Barclay James Harvest. In the eighties they chose the New 
Wave sound and had a huge planetary hit with "Der Kommissar" (Don't turn around oh! oh!...) but sadly they 
never followed it with another... and quickly disappeared.  

Now, more than 20 years later, we get to watch this reunion show, that goes through both periods of the band. 
Well filmed and recorded, the band performs quite well and the crowd is very enthousiastic. It's the kind of 
show that makes you say to yourself "I would have liked to have been there". Well Live At Greenbelt makes it 
almost possible. Recommended indeed!  
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